YouTube Quiz
1. In Oct 2006, how much did Google pay to acquire YouTube?
2. All the three founders of YouTube -- Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim were
the employees of which company/Organisation?
3. The domain name www.youtube.com was activated on a special day. Name it.
4. The first YouTube video, titled “Me at the zoo”, shows co-founder Jawed Karim at
the --------- zoo
5. In 2014 YouTube said that ---- hours of new videos were uploaded to the site every
minute.
6. Alexa ranks YouTube as the ---------- most visited website on the Internet
7. The choice of the name www.youtube.com led to problems for a similarly named
website. It filed a lawsuit against YouTube in November 2006 after being regularly
overloaded by people looking for YouTube. Name it.
8. Which was the first worldwide free online broadcast (streaming) of a major sporting
event on YouTube?.
9. From Jan 2015, the default playback method on YouTube is -----10. While YouTube users can upload videos up to 15 minutes each in duration, Users
who have a good track record of complying with the site's Community Guidelines
may be offered the ability to upload videos up to ------ in length,
11. At present, how many videos are estimated to be on YouTube
12. YouTube is the ------------ largest search engine
13. What was the tagline of YouTube till 2012?
14. Name the first video—book published by the MIT Press
15. YouTube was originally a video dating site called ----------16. Name the first video on YouTube to get over 1 billion hits
17. ------------- is the largest viewed category of videos on YouTube
18. The most viewed Industry on YouTube is --------19. Which country is now "the biggest user of YouTube per capita in the world”?
20. In which year, “You” -- recognizing the millions of people who anonymously
contribute user-generated content to wikis (including Wikipedia), YouTube etc., was
the Time Person of the Year?
21. Name the MHRD, Govt of India supported video courses streamed through YouTube.
22. On YouTube ----------- is the facility that brings learners and educators together in a
global video classroom.
23. Name the YouTube's engineering chief, who enabled a lot of the free flowing content
and a alumnus of Coimbatore Inst of Technology who passed away on 11th May
2015
24. Name the most-viewed (820 million views) non-music video of all time on YouTube.
st
25. Name the 1 in the list of Top 10 ‘How To Educational’ Searches 2012-2015

